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	Techno Security's Guide to Managing Risks for IT Managers, Auditors and Investigators, 9781597491389 (1597491381), Syngress Publishing, 2007
This book contains some of the most up-to-date information available anywhere on a wide variety of topics related to Techno Security. As you read the book, you will notice that the authors took the approach of identifying some of the risks, threats, and vulnerabilities and then discussing the countermeasures to address them. Some of the topics and thoughts discussed here are as new as tomorrows headlines, whereas others have been around for decades without being properly addressed. I hope you enjoy this book as much as we have enjoyed working with the various authors and friends during its development. Donald Withers, CEO and Cofounder of TheTrainingCo.

	Jack Wiles, on Social Engineering offers up a potpourri of tips, tricks, vulnerabilities, and lessons learned from 30-plus years of experience in the worlds of both physical and technical security.

	Russ Rogers on the Basics of Penetration Testing illustrates the standard methodology for penetration testing: information gathering, network enumeration, vulnerability identification, vulnerability exploitation, privilege escalation, expansion of reach, future access, and information compromise. 

	Johnny Long on No Tech Hacking shows how to hack without touching a computer using tailgating, lock bumping, shoulder surfing, and dumpster diving.

	Phil Drake on Personal, Workforce, and Family Preparedness covers the basics of creating a plan for you and your family, identifying and obtaining the supplies you will need in an emergency.

	Kevin OShea on Seizure of Digital Information discusses collecting hardware and information from the scene.

	Amber Schroader on Cell Phone Forensics writes on new methods and guidelines for digital forensics.

	Dennis OBrien on RFID: An Introduction, Security Issues, and Concerns discusses how this well-intended technology has been eroded and used for fringe implementations.

	Ron Green on Open Source Intelligence details how a good Open Source Intelligence program can help you create leverage in negotiations, enable smart decisions regarding the selection of goods and services, and help avoid pitfalls and hazards. 

	Raymond Blackwood on Wireless Awareness: Increasing the Sophistication of Wireless Users maintains it is the technologists responsibility to educate, communicate, and support users despite their lack of interest in understanding how it works.

	Greg Kipper on What is Steganography? provides a solid understanding of the basics of steganography, what it can and cant do, and arms you with the information you need to set your career path.

	Eric Cole on Insider Threat discusses why the insider threat is worse than the external threat and the effects of insider threats on a company.

*Internationally known experts in information security share their wisdom
*Free pass to Techno Security Conference for everyone who purchases a book$1,200 value
*2-HOUR DVD with cutting edge information on the future of information security
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A Companion of Feminisms for Digital Design and SpherologyPalgrave Pivot, 2019

	
		
			
				This book questions if spherology is a philosophy for designers, giving guidance on ways to read Spheres, how to approach the trilogy’s indexicality, and apply the key tropes and ethics of atmospheres to digital design. Each chapter includes a design-in, that is a practical entry point into the...





		

iPhone Advanced ProjectsApress, 2009
Getting started with iPhone application development is relatively easy thanks to online tutorials and especially to books like Beginning iPhone Development by Dave Mark and Jeff LaMarche. But sometimes, software is just hard.

A year and a half after receiving an iPhone as a birthday present, I am still amazed. It looks so simple and...

		

The Unified Process Construction Phase: Best Practices in Implementing the UPCMP Books, 2000
Is the Unified Process the be all and end all standard for developing object-oriented component-based software? This book is the second in a four volume series that presents a critical review of the Unified Process. The authors present a survey of the alt

This second volume of a four-book series focuses on the design and implementation...




	

Understanding Search Engines: Mathematical Modeling and Text Retrieval (Software, Environments, Tools), Second EditionSIAM, 2005
“There is no other information retrieval/search book where the heart is the mathematical foundations. This book is greatly needed to further establish information retrieval as a serious academic, as well as practical and industrial, area."  	---Jaime Carbonell, Carnegie Mellon University.    “Berry and Browne describe most of what...

		

Beginning Apache Struts: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
This book describes a web application framework called Apache Struts, with which you
can easily build robust, maintainable web applications. Now, the three italicized adjectives
aren’t just hype:

• Simplicity: Struts is relatively easy to pick up and use effectively. You get a lot out of
Struts for the effort...

		

Clinical Use of Pediatric Diagnostic TestsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002

	
		This book has been designed to help the practicing clinician to appropriately select and interpret diagnostic tests without the burden of information useful only to the pathologist or laboratory. In outline format with tables and charts, the book presents a large volume of information that can be quickly reviewed. The focus is on...
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